
One simple score and an easy to use dashboard to support flexibility and ensure accountability 

Using ML and AI, we measure thousands of daily activity points across your core business applications to generate actionable insights, 
digestible in seconds, so leaders can make well-informed decisions, rooted in data.
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A visibility solution that measures your most 
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT: With a focus on all aspects of 
execution like expense management, market position, market 
share, go-to-market, company reputation, and profitability.    

OPERATIONS: Striving for excellence with execution and 
process improvement, looking for reputable solutions with 
proven success.

FINANCE: Managing (and reducing) costs, understanding the 
short and long-term effects of decisions on performance and 
profitability. 

INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY: Concerned with technical 
excellence, integration with other technologies, infrastructure 
alignment, and information security. 

HUMAN RESOURCES: Ensuring fair and consistent labor 
practices, hiring, terminations, and performance evaluations.

Who Can BenefitTarget Areas



Prodoscore Integrations 
Here are some of the solutions we integrate with to 
surface valuable productivity data and insights into 
adoption and employee engagement.

It’s been great to see what our more effective team members are doing and where they 
spend their time, so we can replicate those behaviors in those that need improvement. We 
can see easily when they have gap time and the times of day they are the most productive.

Erin Gammage, Sales, BoldLeads
Because a lack of visibility 
can lead to bad outcomes 
for your business

Why Prodoscore?

Get in touch at www.prodoscore.com or 888.796.7688

PRODOSCORE DIFFERENTIATORS

15 Minute 
Installation

Easy to 
use UI

90 Days of Data 
within 24 Hours

Non-Invasive 
Technology

Trackable ROI* 

20% 30%>125% $1.6M
increase in productivity 

within 90 days 
increase in 

sales growth 
increase in UCaaS adoption 

within 60 days 
savings in 

office space 

*Real results from various Prodoscore customers

Adding our internal measures of effectiveness (metrics like response time) and interpersonal 
relationships to Prodoscore’s measure of efficiency, shows me the whole story. It creates a 
clear view of what an employee is doing so we can help them to improve.

Bryce Hayes, SVP Operations, Telarus


